Observation
Without
Representation
James Lasahn
Contributing Writer
When I skip through the
channels of my local cable
provider, it is hard to ignore
the lack of diversity on most
television shows.
As a young African-Amer-
can male, it is hard to find
people who look and act like
me on television. When I do
see people who resemble me,
yo.tend to mimic stereo-
types and play the roles of
"things," "bad guys" or the
"average black guy." Rarely
is there an instance where
characters, never getting much airtime.
This lack of diversity is
not exclusive to just black men in America. Asian Americans, transgenders and Hispanics are just some of the people who are also
similarly represented or lack a presence on television. This lack of representation affects people of all races,
genders and sexual preferences.

Shuttle Services Step Up
Jamya Capricorn
News editor
Through transportation is important to the Mont-
clair State campus commu-
nity, students never seem to
have a peace of mind when
it comes to this. Shuttles. Wheth-
er it is the amount of buses
in use or the amount of time
one waits, it can become a
nightmare for those heading
to class on the dot.
However, with the recent
increase in the number of
students on campus, rider-
ship has grown eight per-
cent in the past two years;
"Our route structure is
very small," explained Wil-
liam Fitzpatrick, Executive
Chair Jessica Henry, along
with Rosen, offered alterna-
tive approaches to improve
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Time to Hunt Ghosts

Supposedly built on an ancient Native American burial ground, stories of strange occurrences have always come from Clove Road. This year, however, some Clove Road residents and staff members gathered.

With seemingly scientific evidence behind the idea of ghosts, Allison discussed the factor of perception in determining the “weight of the soul” and how the idea of leftover energy is confirmed by the factor of perception in finding ghosts. However, it was not until the 1800s that two little girls developed the top system through which they could communicate with the ghosts around them.

With the creaks and chills of Halloween in the air, there may not be a better time for ghost hunter Ross Allison to step on campus.
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Wednesday, Oct.22
Fenwick Hall: Students Joseph Gibbons, 22, of Sewell, N.J. and Alexander Haveson, 22, of Monmouth Junction, N.J. were arrested and charged with distribution of marijuana, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. Both parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Friday, Oct. 24
Student Rec Center: A staff member reported an incident of criminal mischief in the Richardson of a bar crime. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Red Hawk Diner: Non-student Thomas Suace, 25, of Carlstadt, N.J. was arrested with a stolen vehicle and possession of marijuana. Suspect is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Bohn Hall: Students Jill Venchoke, 18, of Medford, N.J., Christopher Keenan, 19, of East Hanover, N.J., Christopher Joycey, 18, of Florham Park, N.J. and non-student Sara Pika, 18, of Morristown, N.J. were charged with underage consumption of alcohol. All parties are scheduled to appear in Clifton Municipal Court.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Fenwick Hall: A staff member reported an incident of false public alarm.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at 212-345-8100.
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With the creaks and chills of Halloween in the air, there may not be a better time for ghost hunter Ross Allison to step on campus. Holding the reputation as one of the most haunted universities in the country, Allison set out to unravel the mystery behind the strange happenings on Clove Road and would not leave until he found answers.
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This case is under investigation, Allison began his first time to visit the campus, Allison set out to unravel the mystery behind the strange happenings on Clove Road and would not leave until he found answers.

Sponsored by Rosedale Life, Allison began his first time to visit the campus. For Allison it meant a new opportunity to add to the mystery of the students and staff members gathered.

Growing up with a mother greatly interested in ghost stories, Allison could not help but follow in her footsteps. In turn, he became fascinated with the idea that people could experience this sort of phenomena and has already devoted 25 years of his life to the field of ghostology.

Currently, Allison spends his time as a full-time ghost hunter both on the screen and off while continuing to study the phenomenon across the country. Pursing his passion continued on Page 4.

Time to Hunt Ghosts

On the eve of Halloween, students learn about ghostology

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at 212-345-8100. All calls are strictly confidential.

Jayna Gagliardi

News Editor

With the creaks and chills of Halloween in the air, there may not be a better time for ghost hunter Ross Allison to step on campus. Holding the reputation as one of the most haunted universities in the country, Allison set out to unravel the mystery behind the strange happenings on Clove Road and would not leave until he found answers.

Sponsored by Rosedale Life, Allison began his first time to visit the campus. For Allison it meant a new opportunity to add to the mystery of the students and staff members gathered.

Growing up with a mother greatly interested in ghost stories, Allison could not help but follow in her footsteps. In turn, he became fascinated with the idea that people could experience this sort of phenomena and has already devoted 25 years of his life to the field of ghostology.

Currently, Allison spends his time as a full-time ghost hunter both on the screen and off while continuing to study the phenomenon across the country. Pursing his passion continued on Page 4.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at 212-345-8100. All calls are strictly confidential.
Reform: Changing the Course of History

Continued from page 1

"Your job - our job - is to figure out how to aggregate pockets of activity, aggregate little cells of activity and then help them back together. Individuals can start a discourse through film, digital space or technology space and have it travel nowhere.

Charles Rosen
Founder and Former CEO
Amalgamated NYC

...she is also a media commentarist on legal issues. Rosen founded an advertising agency called Amalgamated NYC and was its former CEO. He also owns the urban agriculture business New Acre Farms, which specifically plans to offend off the grid. The company is now making hard apple cider; Newark was known for its cider in the 1700s and was a favorite of George Washington.

Assistant Director of the SCA, Lenora Henry, quoted the Storrow story by giving statistic: “one in every thirty adults is under some form of supervision through incarceration, parole or probation.” She added, “We think of ourselves as the land of the free, but free for whom? The huge percentage of people who are not free, who are bound by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.”

Rosen described the system in economic terms: “We think of ourselves as the land of the free, and yet there is this huge percentage of people who are not free, who are bound by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.”
Election: Republicans Win Congress

Continued from page 1

The results of the 2014 Election Day in New Jersey were shocking to some, but not to others. As bedrooms and hallways buzzed with excitement, many residents didn’t seem to care one way or another.

In the House of Representatives, the Democrats lost 17 seats to set a new record for lost seats in one night, losing 43 seats overall.

In the Senate, the Democrats lost seven seats to the Republicans, bringing the total to 34 seats lost overall.

Republicans now hold 175 seats in the House, the most seats held by a single party since Reconstruction.

The race between Rep. G. K. Butterfield of the 1st and incumbent Rep. G. K. Butterfield of the 1st was particularly close, with Butterfield winning by just 137 votes.

Democrats now hold 105 seats in the Senate, the fewest seats held by a single party since Reconstruction.

The race between Sen. Cory Booker of the 1st and incumbent Sen. Cory Booker of the 1st was particularly close, with Booker winning by just 137 votes.

The results of the election were announced on Election Day, with Republicans winning a majority of seats in both chambers.

Shuttles: Routes Improve

Continued from page 1

With the solution for shuttle routes now in place, students appear to have been another issue as it comes to transportation. Parent and commuter pick-up along Clive Road. Though the shuttle service has not been available in the early weeks of September, many students have complained that it may be more beneficial if it were to start earlier.

"We definitely look at the numbers," said Fitzpatrick. "And, we’re trying to pick-up as many people as possible." Air conditioners for showers were added to the original shuttle schedules.

In addition, the university will continue to use the system for the solution of Village bus service that requires students to reach either Sinatra Hall or Hawk Crossings. Though buses continue to pass these stops on a regular basis, Fitzpatrick shared that he and his team are “trying to think as strategically as possible” to mediate the issue. In other words, they are trying to “predictive” to best address the issue. A total of four Village shuttles running on a 45-minute schedule.

As a result, the university will continue to be used by massive cities, the Spiegel Project, and Fitzpatrick stressed that it is “a really powerful idea” that has been used by massive cities to coordinate their public transportation systems. Still, he said his team recognizes that this is “an enormous opportunity for improvement” but that “the issue is how to make the most of this window rather sooner than later.”

On the other hand, Fitz-  

park shared that the week-  

end shuttle to the Bay Street Station has been “very busy” so far. Despite the numbers being low overall in the weeks leading up to now, the shuttle is certainly a step in the right direction.

Looking ahead, the winter months will likely bring an entirely new problem to the university’s commuter students. Many students are already thinking about the shuttle schedule for the spring semester.

The LGBTQ Center offers a Safe Space Program in which students can be directed to end homophobia on cam-  

pus and provide support for students who are afraid of people who are different from themselves. Sometimes students lash out against the university, and sometimes you just need to have a conversation and give people a sense of community. Sometimes people are afraid of people who are different from themselves. Sometimes students have had the chance to speak up against injustice in its many forms.

- Dr. Karen Pennington

Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life
Montclair State University

WINTER SESSION 2015
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Lazy, Rushed and Out of Time

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

As college students with heavy workloads, there are times we have to stay up late to finish an essay or assignment. This can easily result in sleeping in after a late night. Unfortunately, that also means less time to get ready. Don’t worry. Just because you have a little time doesn’t mean you can’t look good for class.

Makeup:
A day without makeup is not the end of the world. No one will probably even notice. However, if you do have time, try this quick look:
Start with a cream foundation and powder if needed. Next, try using your eyebrows to be the highlight of your face by filling them in with an eyebrow pencil or gel. Then, skip eyeliner and use mascara and apply it as close to the roots as possible to make it look like you also have eyeliner on. Finally, apply lipstick. If you’re a blush person, use your lipstick as blush.

Hair:
Even with only a few minutes to spare, there are still plenty of quick and cute ways to style your hair. Try styles like top knots, teased ponytails and side braids. If curls are more your thing, try this quick tip: braid your hair in low pigtails and then hold your straightener on the braids. Then take the braids out for beautiful waves.

If all of this sounds too time-consuming, opt for accessories like beanies and headbands.

Outfit:
The easiest and most comfortable go-to outfit is leggings and a top. Now that the weather is getting chilly, throw on a slouchy sweater. To make it look a little more stylish, pull on legwarmers or contrasting color knee socks. For shoes, slip into moccasins or slip-on booties.

Another option is jeggings or skinny jeans. These can also be paired with a simple sweater. Then, try adding an infinity scarf and a leather jacket. For shoes, opt for knee high boots.

Outfit of the Week


Favorite movie and why?
Left: “Chungking Express. I just think it’s interesting. It’s an Asian film so there’s no English, all subtitles. It follows two love stories.” Right: “The Secret Life of Bees. It’s really sad, that’s why I like it.”

Follow @MontclairStyle on FB for more!
Five Ways to Save Your MSU Moola

1. Go home for a weekend or visit friend at another college.
Most of the students who live on campus who go home on the weekend are already one step ahead of you. Stay at another friend’s dorm at their school. Think of how much you’re saving in three days! What’s the result? A home-cooked meal, your comfy bed and seeing some of your old friends is a win, win.

Morgan Princiotta
Contributing Writer

2. Sharing is caring.
Sick of the campus food and want to order out? Ask others if the feeling is mutual. Split a pie at Pizza 46 or maybe a fat sandwich at Cars. Spending is cut in half and that means more opportunities to order out in the future. Having a bigger problem with textbook prices? Share or trade textbooks with your fellow classmates. It works out even better if you’re roomies.

3. Deals or more deals.
Look out for those special sales in the school bookstores. No sale this week? Check the back for the clearance rack. Those sweatshirt prices can really stack up. Represent your school but at the lowest price possible. Why purchase school attire? Every Friday, you can receive a free drink at participating locations on campus if you represent Montclair State. Your flex dollars will love you.

4. Save your bottles.
Check on campus with 2.mato and the other places on campus with fountain sodas to check if they have an all-day free refill policy. Spend that $1.85 and make it last 24 hours. Not only is this helping the environment but it’s also helping your wallet. When the day is over, toss it in the recycling bin, sleep, eat, repeat. Off to the gym? Use a personal water bottle. Try buying one with a filter instead of plastic water bottles in bulk.

5. Attend all the events that say “free food.”
I know checking your email every second of the day is a pain: the amount of emails you receive alone from school is overwhelming in general. However, those emails could be to your advantage. If an event 002 is open to everyone, then why wouldn’t you take this opportunity? If you’re not already a member of a club that’s hosting one, then become a member. You might actually enjoy the club and people in it more than the food.
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Snacks to pack fresh every day

These snacks will go bad if not eaten, so try to pack what you think you will want for that day and remember to empty your backpack at the end of the day to save anything you did not get to eat.

**Fresh fruits:** A lot of fruits are very easy to grab on your way out the door and throw in your bag, such as apples, oranges, bananas and peaches. Others may take some preparation, but will taste so good that it will be worth it. Try cutting up some pineapple and strawberries or bring a sandwich bag of grapes. There are so many options, as fruit is a healthy snack that is sweet and refreshing.

**Vegetables:** A little time spent the night before or the morning of your day on campus can give you lots of yummy vegetables to bring with you. Unless you have access to a microwave, think about what you would not mind eating cold. If you like sauerkraut, boil some in water and throw a little sea salt on it to bring with you. For a starchy vegetable, try baking sweet potatoes cut into strips for “sweet potato fries.” Bake them with a little olive oil and bring along a small amount of ketchup or your other favorite condiment.

**Peanut butter:** Peanut butter has some good-for-you unsaturated fats and is filling. Pair it with an apple, a banana or pretzels to get a satisfying snack.

**Greek yogurt:** Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon, and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omega fatty acids and iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.

**Trail mix (DIY):** Store-bought trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds of nuts and seeds together, almonds and sunflower seeds make a good mix with a small scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth. Just try to find dried fruits with no added sugars. Put those all together in a small sandwich bag.

**Protein bars:** This one is a little trickier to find a good option, but it is possible. When you are shopping and checking out the bars, they are generally filled with a bar with about 200 calories or less, about 10 grams of sugar or less and at least 15 grams of protein. The protein is what keeps you full, so the more of that, the better. Watch out for bars with really long ingredient lists or a lot of ingredients you cannot pronounce: the shorter the list, the less processed the bar.

**A small treat:** It is bound to happen: you are on campus at 10 p.m., your sweet tooth has kicked in and you still have another hour left of work to do. In those situations, it is okay to have a small piece of candy on hand (think “fun-sized” or “kid-sized”). A small treat may be just what you need to keep going and having something on hand will prevent you from going to the closest vending machine and splurging on a larger size of candy. Just stick to one or two of these small pieces a day.

**Got a snack rut?**

Pack snacks in your backpack. Instead of carrying around a full lunch, bring a few snacks such as nuts, trail mix, a piece of fruit or a yogurt and a piece of cheese to snack on when you are hungry. This is also a great way to keep from going for a late night snack.
Help Wanted

Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a week to manage 3 kids. 12:30-8 p.m. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for a "take charge" person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or email MelissaMa@yahoo.com

P/T After School Junior Nanny needed for 3 children ages 7, 5 & 12. Mon-Fri 3:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to activities, help with homework, light cooking for kids dinner & light clean-up. Organizing. Call Helen 917-456-6034 or 973-748-0876 or email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com

P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl, Mon/TuesWed 7-7 p.m. Child has some learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student would be great, but not necessary. $12.00/hr. Call Patti 201-249-0399 or email patp315@hotmail.com

Montclair after-school "Driver" needed for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours. Minimum weekly fee. Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email brukwski29@yahoo.com

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Chatham. Child has minor special needs, but both are fun & sweet. Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2-3 afternoons a week. Days Flexible! Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email AnnAntoshak@gmail.com

Fairfield, NJ based Internat Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/potty training. Contact Jade 973-761-8303 or rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com

P/T Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitters wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley. Occasional evenings / weekends. $15.00 & up / hour. Contact Linda at lindaturiya@yahoo.com or call 973-508-8868 for more info.

Nuttley family seeks P/T Nanny for two kids ages 2 & 7. M-F 4-7:30 p.m. Potty training. Contact Jade 973-701-8303 or email jadenehm@yahoo.com. Nanny needs to be dog friendly. Must have valid driver's license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lmpwlg@gmail.com Please include references.

Closing Ceremony Thursday, Nov. 6 from 5:30-8 p.m. Student Center Formal Dining Room

Ballando Con Lasso Monday, Nov. 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms C

Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital Saturday, Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m. Student Center Ballrooms Participants must register and have a fundraising goal of $62. Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Montclair Miracles is a competitive hip-hop dance team that raises money for various causes. Join us at Montclair High School's Student Center Dining Rooms on Saturday, November 6 from 5:30-8 p.m. and Monday, November 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. for fun, food, and entertainment. All proceeds go to Montclair Miracles, a local non-profit organization dedicated to providing support and resources to children in need. Join us for a night of fun and support for a good cause.

Help Wanted

Babysitter wanted for 3 children (ages 7, 5 & 12) to attend 3:30-6:30 p.m. Need two people to manage 3 kids. 12:30-8 p.m. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for a "take charge" person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or email MelissaMa@yahoo.com

P/T After School Junior Nanny needed for 3 children ages 7, 5 & 12. Mon-Fri 3:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to activities, help with homework, light cooking for kids dinner & light clean-up. Organizing. Call Helen 917-456-6034 or 973-748-0876 or email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com

P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl, Mon/TuesWed 7-7 p.m. Child has some learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student would be great, but not necessary. $12.00/hr. Call Patti 201-249-0399 or email patp315@hotmail.com

Montclair after-school "Driver" needed for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours. Minimum weekly fee. Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email brukwski29@yahoo.com

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Chatham. Child has minor special needs, but both are fun & sweet. Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2-3 afternoons a week. Days Flexible! Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email AnnAntoshak@gmail.com

Fairfield, NJ based Internat Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/potty training. Contact Jade 973-761-8303 or rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com

P/T Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitters wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley. Occasional evenings / weekends. $15.00 & up / hour. Contact Linda at lindaturiya@yahoo.com or call 973-508-8868 for more info.

Nuttley family seeks P/T Nanny for two kids ages 2 & 7. M-F 4-7:30 p.m. Potty training. Contact Jade 973-701-8303 or email jadenehm@yahoo.com. Nanny needs to be dog friendly. Must have valid driver's license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lmpwlg@gmail.com Please include references.
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Montclair Miracles is a competitive hip-hop dance team that raises money for various causes. Join us at Montclair High School's Student Center Dining Rooms on Saturday, November 6 from 5:30-8 p.m. and Monday, November 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. for fun, food, and entertainment. All proceeds go to Montclair Miracles, a local non-profit organization dedicated to providing support and resources to children in need. Join us for a night of fun and support for a good cause.
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Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital Saturday, Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m. Student Center Ballrooms Participants must register and have a fundraising goal of $62. Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Montclair Miracles is a competitive hip-hop dance team that raises money for various causes. Join us at Montclair High School's Student Center Dining Rooms on Saturday, November 6 from 5:30-8 p.m. and Monday, November 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. for fun, food, and entertainment. All proceeds go to Montclair Miracles, a local non-profit organization dedicated to providing support and resources to children in need. Join us for a night of fun and support for a good cause.
 AND NOW TIME FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT... SUDOKU!

Planning to sit for the C.P.A. Exam? Do you need those additional 30 credits?

Earn a graduate degree with

Master of Accountancy (MAcc) program

• Meets the educational requirements to sit for C.P.A. in all 50 states
• Online or in-person (full or part time programs)
• Program is AACSB-Accounting Accredited

For more information, contact John Farrell, Assistant Dean at 609-895-5776 or jfarrell@rider.edu.

Master of Business Administration
Master of Accountancy
Online Master of Accountancy

www.rider.edu/MAcc
**Opinion Year of the Yak at Montclair State**

**Is Yik Yak good or bad for the Montclair State community?**

**Danielle Litrenza**

Psychology

Junior

“I don’t think that Yik Yak will help the community. There is a lot of people posting things on there like negative comments because it is anonymous. I don’t think that people are saying the things they think it is probably not a good thing.”

**Melissa Aydin**

Fashion Sustainability

Sophomore

“I don’t think it is bad, but I also don’t think it is the best thing. It is entertaining, but at the same time, I feel like there are a lot of problems. It’s not bad, it’s just, whatever.”

**Lauren Szweczyk**

Animal Illustration

Sophomore

“Although I think it is a really cool app, I think it is a really great idea, but it is probably not used well. It hurts people. You can be offensive and nobody can know who you are and that in itself propagates bigotry. Overall, I think the technology behind it is fascinating and interesting, but people are using it in the wrong way.”

**Kevin Guevara**

Computer Science

Senior

“I think it is a really cool app. I think it is a really great idea, but it is probably not used well. It hurts people. You can be offensive and nobody can know who you are and that in itself propagates bigotry. Overall, I think the technology behind it is fascinating and interesting, but people are using it in the wrong way.”

**Julie Gomez**

Shakespeare

Freshman

“I think it is good because it gives students the opportunity to express their thoughts in a more comfortable social environment.”

**Kathleen Ramos**

Business

Sophomore

“There’s positives and negatives—people on there who say nice things and people who say ignorant things, but those ignorant things tend to be down-voted and they end up disappearing. Most people are actually nice enough to respond. People are pretty caring here at Montclair Yik Yak. Most of the time, I just use it for like, old, good humor. I think it’s really funny.”

**Cassandra Beltra**

Public Health

Senior

“Like any form of social media, it has its positive effects and its negative effects. I feel that it’s more negative because it causes a lot of it’s funny, but a lot of it say some really rude things. I find more rude comments than positive. I think it’s funny; I read it when I’m bored, but I don’t think it’s a positive thing to have in college because it can hurt people’s feelings and it could go wrong.”

**Yik Yak also allows users to respond to others’ posts, allowing students to receive answers to questions that they may feel uncomfortable asking in person or on non-anonymous social media platforms. When used as a tool for community-building, Yik Yak is an invaluable campus resource. However, we find the anonymity of Yik Yak problematic at the same time. While for some, anonymity means the removal of social anxiety and the fear of being judged; for others, it provides an outlet for unchecked negativity and cyberbullying.”的https://themontclarion.org/article/2014/11/06/Is-Yik-Yak-good-or-bad-for-the-Montclair-State-community?}

**Thumbs Up**

Netflix announces A Series of Unfortunate Events

Kasser Theater turns 10

Frozen yogurt at Outtakes

**Thumbs Down**

Colorado votes down mandatory GMO labelling

Bias crime on campus

Mass rape of 200 women in Sudan
Ethereal is Not a Laughing Matter

What can we learn from Nik Wallenda’s daring tightrope stunt in Chicago

W hen an idea comes up, it is always exciting to think about how that idea can be translated into a reality. In the case of Nik Wallenda’s latest stunt, it was no different. The Flying Wallendas have been a family of acrobats for generations, and their latest feat was truly breathtaking.

Wallenda, a member of the Flying Wallenda family, performed a tightrope walk 1,200 feet above the Chicago River. The stunt was not only impressive, but it also raised awareness about the dangers of Ebola.

As the United States begins to reassess its role in the global fight against Ebola, Wallenda’s stunt serves as a reminder of the importance of staying informed about this deadly virus. While the majority of the world’s attention has been focused on Western African nations, there are still many people who are not aware of the dangers that Ebola poses.

Inequality in Television and Film

Inequality in television and film is a significant issue that has been largely marginalized in the entertainment industry. While there are several things that are done to ensure that everyone is represented fairly, there are still many issues that need to be addressed.

From my experience, when you have to take into consideration the issue of inequality, there are many things that need to be done. With such a large number of people who are being underrepresented, it is not equal representation of gender and race on television.

Several people have shared their opinions on this matter over social media platforms such as The Onion’s recent post, "The Great White Man's Racial Op-Portunities," which is a satirical piece that highlights the challenges faced by minorities in the entertainment industry.

Previously, many people have been able to escape their Binging Bad costumes for Halloween this year, dressing up as self-appointed Ethel Car Cuit Workers.

Inequality in television and film is not new. Over the decades, family performing death-defying acts that they have earned for themselves and their fans have all died due to accidents or injuries sustained while attempting their death-defying feats. The Flying Wallendas family has been performing death-defying acrobatic acts for generations, and their family has been performing death-defying acts for generations as well.

Inequality is not new in television and film. While there is improvement in women and their roles on television, there are still many cases where the more submissive roles are being played, and the更多 supportive roles are being given to men.

Inequality is also present in television and film. As a result, the more supportive roles are being given to men, and the more submissive roles are being played.

Inequality is a significant issue that needs to be addressed. While there is improvement in women and their roles on television, there are still many cases where the more submissive roles are being played, and the more supportive roles are being given to men.

Inequality in television and film is a significant issue that has been largely marginalized in the entertainment industry. While there are several things that are done to ensure that everyone is represented fairly, there are still many issues that need to be addressed.

Inequality in television and film is not new. Over the decades, family performing death-defying acts that they have earned for themselves and their fans have all died due to accidents or injuries sustained while attempting their death-defying feats. The Flying Wallendas family has been performing death-defying acrobatic acts for generations, and their family has been performing death-defying acts for generations as well.

Inequality is not new in television and film. While there is improvement in women and their roles on television, there are still many cases where the more submissive roles are being played, and the more supportive roles are being given to men.

Inequality is also present in television and film. As a result, the more supportive roles are being given to men, and the more submissive roles are being played.

Inequality is a significant issue that needs to be addressed. While there is improvement in women and their roles on television, there are still many cases where the more submissive roles are being played, and the more supportive roles are being given to men.

Inequality in television and film is a significant issue that has been largely marginalized in the entertainment industry. While there are several things that are done to ensure that everyone is represented fairly, there are still many issues that need to be addressed.

Inequality in television and film is not new. Over the decades, family performing death-defying acts that they have earned for themselves and their fans have all died due to accidents or injuries sustained while attempting their death-defying feats. The Flying Wallendas family has been performing death-defying acrobatic acts for generations, and their family has been performing death-defying acts for generations as well.

Inequality is not new in television and film. While there is improvement in women and their roles on television, there are still many cases where the more submissive roles are being played, and the more supportive roles are being given to men.
“In America, the President reigns for four years, but Journalism governs forever.” – Oscar Wilde

Come Help Us Out!

Room 113 Student Center Annex in Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax 973.655.7804
E-mail MontEditor@gmail.com
**The Kasser Theater Turns**

Anjie Bahrami  
Entertainment Editor

As some of you may have noticed, the Alexander Kasser Theater was put on display by on the evening of Saturday, Nov. 1. The occasion was 19th anniversary of the theater’s opening. The theater is one of the eight 95 world and American premi- re venues as well as specially commissioned performances. Many performances have also been lucky to put on more than 350 performances in the theater’s history. In 2010, Mary Kasser Mechary and her family made a contribution of $4 million to the theater and named it after her late father Alexander Kasser. Kasser was a philanthropist and an ardent art lover who was born in Budapest, Austria-Hungary, now the capital of Hungary in 1906. The program booklet notes that for his humani- ty efforts during World War II, Kasser had been awarded the title of “Right-eous Among the Nations” and his name was added to the Wall of Honor at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem. When Kasser later emigrated to the United States, he, along with his wife and family, estab- lished the Kasser Art Foun- dation, which was dedicated to support art and music around the world.

During the evening of the anniversary, a crowd was crowded with men in formal suits and women in black dresses with wine glasses, while waiters walked around with gray and metal plates sitting on their palms. At second 7 p.m., it was time to enter the theater for promising performances. Before the enchanting perfor- mance of Richard Alston’s dance company, we saw an in- formative video of how the theater came to be. Susan Cole, the president of MSU had a vision to build a theater for the university. Mrs. Mechary said that since she and her brother wanted to achieve Montclair State College in 1959 and lived there for a long time, it was only logical to give back.

Afterward, Kasser Mechary and President Cole stopped onto the stage and spoke a few words, as well as the mayor of Montclair, Rob- ert O’Donnell. Before they left the stage, the Kasser’s grandchild re- marked that the theater itself is made out of bricks and mortar and that it is the patrons and performers who bring the theater to life. Their exit was met with loud and de- serving applause.

The performances that followed included Unfinished Business with accompanying music by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Bach-Aid Program and Illuminations with music by Louis Vuitton. The show was choreographed by Richard Al- ston, the Richard Alston Dance Company’s Unfinished Business was performed at The New York Times’ dance critic, Alastair Maccaus and as among his top 10 dance per- formances of 2015. The live music in the pit and back of the stage was provided by the American Contemporary Orches- tera Ensemble and the MSU Vocal J. Foster the People, which was one of the most popular rock bands in the 70s. The music in the pit and back of the stage was provided by the American Contemporary Orches- tera Ensemble and the MSU Vocal J. Foster the People, which was one of the most popular rock bands in the 70s. The music in the pit and back of the stage was provided by the American Contemporary Orches- tera Ensemble and the MSU Vocal J.

As that dinner that fol- lowed the performances, Al- ston spoke a few words and praised the MSU choir, adding that they impressed him so much that they actually cried only a few pages of music in the pit and back of the stage. The Richard Alston Dance Company’s Unfinished Business was performed at The New York Times’ dance critic, Alastair Maccaus and as among his top 10 dance per- formances of 2015. The live music in the pit and back of the stage was provided by the American Contemporary Orches- tera Ensemble and the MSU Vocal J.

At the dinner that fol- lowed the performances, Al- ston spoke a few words and praised the MSU choir, adding that they impressed him so much that they actually cried only a few pages of music in the pit and back of the stage.

The sold-out dinner was hosted by the MSU Choir, which was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alumni. The choir was comprised of students and alunos.
Watch Arrow on 8:00 p.m. on CW.

"ALADDIN'S SPARKLES on BROADWAY"

"FACE'S SPARKLES on TELEVISION"

Start binge watching

Add "Friends" to your Netflix queue

Start binge watching and cracking up across all 10 episodes of Friends

On Jan. 1, 2015 on Netflix.

"Arrow" is Hitting All of Its Bullseyes

Thomas Fermoso

Sports Editor

The Kasser Theater Turns 10

There are many guilty pleasures in life that can instantly paste a smile on your face, for example: ice cream, stretching your finger in the sun on a glorious birthday cake while getting yelled at by your mother, going through an entire season on Netflix in one week and, of course, the funniest sitcom to ever hit television: Friends.

Over 50 million viewers tuned the sitcom’s 10th season in 2004 and the same 50 million people are watching the gut-wrenching drama that is our currentServer. The Kasser, Server and even many ABC Family.

There is another mis- ing animal companion in the musical as well: Abu, his pet monkey. Instead, Aladdin has three trusted friends and part- ners-in-crime that he hangs out with. Still, the cause he knows that he is not being held or his payments are being withheld, the audience and is pure ge-

It is a feast for the eyes that begins when you walk into the AMT Center to see Aladdin on Broadway. The audience mem- bers have been transformed into the colors of the rainbow with the purchase of a beautiful t-shirt that is made into the same role in the Broadway production. It is written on it – in sparkles. This is very fitting because Aladdin does sparkle – more than any show I’ve seen. The costumes, the scenery, the dancers, the special effects – just about everything you can imagine.

Courtyard Reynolds, who played the dark hoof, is perfect. She is arguably the next big thing in Disney and resembles her animated counter- part. She is not just beauti-

The only drawback here is that it must be a bit difficult for Aladdin to promote his princess with great skill and is enchanting to little girls of any age. In place of Rajah, her pet monkey, Aladdin realized he can’t be Oliver Queen and The Arrow without eventually slipping up and letting Ali-din do a little more.

As many other reviewers noted, their review of the Season Two finale, the first episode of the new season, was a two-year journey of Oliver Queen, as he followed on a couple oc- casions I’ve seen him to the top, still he had the same thing that was growing by keeping his promises.

The first episode of Seas- son Three was appropriately titled "Celebrate." And set the tone for the episode. The show is always the main story to be light in nature and they address the ramifications of the burning question that fans had on their minds: Will Ali-din and Prince Eric get together.

At this time, Oliver asked Felicity out and their dinner scene was the perfect time one would expect, Oliver opened up and showed the world the kind of man he is. In another scene, Oliver tracked them through the dark night, with the help of a new and improved vigilante unit.

Like the Season One, the hero’s journey takes on the role of a rocket: Lucky for the audience, they are really collaborated very well.

The last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara" is focused on the biggest story so far in the series, that of Oliver’s sudden death.

Sara is ready to leave but has some unfinished business. After some questions with the Bakers’ boy, who was a scavenger, Sara receives three arrows in the chest in front of Laurel and falls to her death. In an episode that seemed to be focused on getting into the groves of the next 23-epi- sode season, the ending left me at a loss waving my hands up in shock.

The second episode, ap- propriately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One.

"Start of the New Year With Some Old Friends" - Christie Marabello Contributing Writer

With the New Year coming around the corner, for many the thought of putting away the 2014 puzzle and getting involved in the new year is a must. People can instantly paste a smile on your face, for example: ice cream, stretching your finger in the sun on a glorious birthday cake while getting yelled at by your mother, going through an entire season on Netflix in one week and, of course, the funniest sitcom to ever hit television: Friends.

Over 50 million viewers tuned the sitcom’s 10th season in 2004 and the same 50 million people are watching the gut-wrenching drama that is our current Server. The Kasser, Server and even many ABC Family.

There is another missed ingredient on the menu if you happen to be doing "Malibu’s Most Popular." This time, Oliver asked Laurel to take him to her (as fans have now dubbed it) wondering where the next episode is. Why the three of them duke it out the first episode (courtesy of Wikipedia)

Young Aladdin, played by James Monroe Iglehart, makes his debut in this week’s red herring sus- pensive episode as the series barrels toward its finale. The only hunch that seems to cast the character of Raymond, in the world that is so magical and colorful, is James Monroe Iglehart.

Iglehart’s Tony award nomination as Best Actor in a Musical is well-deserved. For example, the character of Aladdin, as he is known in the TV series and in the original Broadway show, is a perfect example of what makes Aladdin so magical. In the TV series and in the original Broadway show, Aladdin is a star-spangled night sky on a clear, starry night, bluestar ones and live happily ever after.

Now, we are left to wonder why Aladdin doesn’t have a pet monkey. Instead, Aladdin has three trusted friends and partner- ners-in-crime that he hangs out with. Still, the cause he knows that he is not being held or his payments are being withheld, the audience and is pure ge-

It is a feast for the eyes that begins when you walk into the AMT Center to see Aladdin on Broadway. The audience mem- bers have been transformed into the colors of the rainbow with the purchase of a beautiful t-shirt that is made into the same role in the Broadway production. It is written on it – in sparkles. This is very fitting because Aladdin does sparkle – more than any show I’ve seen. The costumes, the scenery, the dancers, the special effects – just about everything you can imagine.

The only drawback here is that it must be a bit difficult for Aladdin to promote his princess with great skill and is enchanting to little girls of any age. In place of Rajah, her pet monkey, Aladdin realized he can’t be Oliver Queen and The Arrow without eventually slipping up and letting Ali-din do a little more.

As many other reviewers noted, their review of the Season Two finale, the first episode of the new season, was a two-year journey of Oliver Queen, as he followed on a couple oc- casions I’ve seen him to the top, still he had the same thing that was growing by keeping his promises.

The first episode of Seas- son Three was appropriately titled "Celebrate." And set the tone for the episode. The show is always the main story to be light in nature and they address the ramifications of the burning question that fans had on their minds: Will Ali-din and Prince Eric get together.

At this time, Oliver asked Felicity out and their dinner scene was the perfect time one would expect, Oliver opened up and showed the world the kind of man he is. In another scene, Oliver tracked them through the dark night, with the help of a new and improved vigilante unit.

Like the Season One, the hero’s journey takes on the role of a rocket: Lucky for the audience, they are really collaborated very well. The last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appropri- ately titled "Sara," Es- sentially the season finale. The episode was a calling card for how Oliver’s death will be handled in the last minutes of Season One. From start to finish, the episode, appro-
The New York Red Bulls began their playoff run with back-to-back wins at Red Bull Arena.

In the 2014 regular season, the Red Bulls visited RFK Stadium in the 53rd minute. Wright-Phillips scored 27 goals in the season and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, resulted in a 2-1 victory. The Red Bulls defeated top-seeded long-time rivals, D.C. United in the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.

The rivalry between United and the Red Bulls has been brewing since the beginning of the league. The two clubs meet three times during the regular season, and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United has won the Cup 13 times in the past 19 seasons.

Since 1996, the Red Bulls have been the most successful team in MLS, that the Red Bulls have since 1996, the first season of the league. The two clubs meet three times during the regular season, and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United has won the Cup 13 times in the past 19 seasons.

The Seattle Sounders have traded receiver Percy Harvin to the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings.

Percy Harvin has 14 catches, 179 yards, been targeted 22 times and has given a lift in production as a part of the special teams unit, providing a silver lining to the 1-8 past two weeks. When asked on ESPN Radio’s The Michael Kay Show, Harvin told broadcasters that the Jets aren’t as bad as their record.

The Seahawks had been looking to trade Harvin for several weeks after he had just come back from injury this season.

Butrico goal eight minutes into the second leg of the semifinals at D.C.’s RFK Stadium on Nov. 9. This is the second time since 1996, the first season of MLS with the Red Bulls have defeated D.C. United in the first leg of the semifinals.

Since 1996, the Red Bulls and D.C. United have met five times in the playoffs, with United advancing to the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.

The Seattle Seahawks are the best team we can be" to receive his $11 million this season and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, results in a 2-1 victory. The Red Bulls defeated top-seeded long-time rivals, D.C. United in the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.

The rivalry between United and the Red Bulls has been brewing since the beginning of the league. The two clubs meet three times during the regular season, and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United has won the Cup 13 times in the past 19 seasons.

Since 1996, the Red Bulls have been the most successful team in MLS, that the Red Bulls have since 1996, the first season of the league. The two clubs meet three times during the regular season, and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United has won the Cup 13 times in the past 19 seasons.

The Seattle Soundhawks have traded receiver Percy Harvin to the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings.

Percy Harvin has 14 catches, 179 yards, been targeted 22 times and has given a lift in production as a part of the special teams unit, providing a silver lining to the 1-8 past two weeks. When asked on ESPN Radio’s The Michael Kay Show, Harvin told broadcasters that the Jets aren’t as bad as their record.

The Seahawks had been looking to trade Harvin for several weeks after he had just come back from injury this season.

Butrico goal eight minutes into the second leg of the semifinals at D.C.’s RFK Stadium on Nov. 9. This is the second time since 1996, the first season of MLS with the Red Bulls have defeated D.C. United in the first leg of the semifinals.

Since 1996, the Red Bulls and D.C. United have met five times in the playoffs, with United advancing to the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.

The rivalry between United and the Red Bulls has been brewing since the beginning of the league. The two clubs meet three times during the regular season, and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United has won the Cup 13 times in the past 19 seasons.

In the 2014 regular season, the Red Bulls visited RFK Stadium twice and failed to score on either visit. Likewise, D.C. United scored twice in their regular-season game at the Red Bull Arena.

The Seattle Seahawks' Percy Harvin’s 14 catches, 179 yards, been targeted 22 times and has given a lift in production as a part of the special teams unit, providing a silver lining to the 1-8 past two weeks. When asked on ESPN Radio’s The Michael Kay Show, Harvin told broadcasters that the Jets aren’t as bad as their record.

The Seahawks had been looking to trade Harvin for several weeks after he had just come back from injury this season.

Butrico goal eight minutes into the second leg of the semifinals at D.C.’s RFK Stadium on Nov. 9. This is the second time since 1996, the first season of MLS with the Red Bulls have defeated D.C. United in the first leg of the semifinals.

Since 1996, the Red Bulls and D.C. United have met five times in the playoffs, with United advancing to the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.
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Women’s Soccer

On Oct. 29, the women’s soccer team ended their regular season by hosting an NJAC game against Rutgers-Newark while holding their senior night.

The 10 seniors on the squad ended their last season with a 4-0 victory over Newark and captured their 17th straight win. Senior Kalia Fasano knocked in the first goal at the 22-minute mark. The other goal scorers include Stephanie Gomes, Tyler Madison and Jennie Hornstra.

Over the weekend, the Lady Red Hawks received a first round bye in the NJAC tournament and headed straight to the semifinals against Rowan. TCNJ and Richard Stockton were the other two schools competing for a spot in the finals. The results of the Montclair State-Rowan semifinal game will be available on montclairstateathletics.com on Thursday morning.

Volleyball

The women’s volleyball squad suffered from three losses over the last week when they competed against Nazareth College, Stevens Institute of Technology and Ramapo.

On Nov. 1, they were defeated by Nazareth 1-3 with score sets of 25-21, 21-25 and 13-25. In the same day, they also fell to Stevens 0-3 with scores of 19-25, 17-25 and 11-25.

On Nov. 4, the team traveled to nearby Ramapo and suffered another defeat in a five-set loss. They ended the day 2-3 with scores of 21-25, 25-21, 13-25.

Last Tuesday’s match-ups marked the end of season for the women’s volleyball team. Although this marked the end of the road, freshman Madison Maute tabbed 17 kills in the set, her season best.
**Professional Standings**

**MLS**

2014 MLS Cup Playoffs

Quarterfinals

D.C. United - 0
N.Y. Red Bulls - 2
2nd Leg - @ D.C. - 11/8

N.E. Revolution - 4
Columbus Crew - 2
2nd Leg - @ N.E. - 11/9

Seattle Sounders - 1
F.C. Dallas - 0
2nd Leg - @ SEA - 11/10

Los Angeles Galaxy - 0
Real Salt Lake - 0
2nd Leg - @ L.A. - 11/19

**NFL**

NFC East
1. Philadelphia 0 GB
2. Dallas 0.5 GB
3. N.Y. Giants 3 GB
4. Washington 3.5 GB

NFC Wild Card
1. Dallas 0 GB
2. Seattle 0.5 GB
3. Green Bay 0.5 GB
2. San Francisco 1.5 GB

AFC East
1. New England 0 GB
2. Buffalo 1.5 GB
3. Miami 1.5 GB
4. N.Y. Jets 6 GB

AFC Wild Card
1. Pittsburgh 0 GB
2. Kansas City 0.5 GB
2. Cleveland 0.5 GB
2. Buffalo 0.5 GB

**NHL**

Metropolitan
1. Pittsburgh - 17 pts
2. N.J. Devils - 14 pts
3. N.Y. Islanders - 12 pts
4. Philadelphia - 12 pts
5. Washington - 11 pts
6. Carolina - 8 pts
7. Columbus - 8 pts
8. Buffalo - 7 pts

East Wild Card
1. Detroit - 15 pts
2. Ottawa - 14 pts
3. Toronto - 13 pts
4. Florida - 12 pts
5. N.Y. Rangers - 12 pts
6. Philadelphia - 12 pts
7. Washington - 11 pts
8. Carolina - 8 pts
9. Columbus - 8 pts
10. Buffalo - 7 pts

**LA Liga (Spain)**

Upper Table
1. Real Madrid - 24 pts
2. Valencia - 23 pts
3. Atlético Madrid - 23 pts
4. Barcelona - 22 pts
5. Sevilla - 22 pts
6. Atletico Madrid - 23 pts
7. Malaga - 18 pts
8. Villarreal - 14 pts
9. Eibar - 13 pts
10. Getafe - 10 pts

Next Round
Round 11 - 11/7 - 11/9

**Bundesliga (Germany)**

Upper Table
1. Bayern - 24 pts
2. Wolfsburg - 20 pts
3. Leverkusen - 16 pts
4. Hoffenheim - 17 pts
5. Leverkusen - 16 pts
6. Hannover - 16 pts
7. Paderborn - 15 pts
8. Schalke - 14 pts
9. Mainz - 14 pts
10. Augsburg - 12 pts

Next Round
Round 12 - 11/7 - 11/9
The Montclair State football team can complete an outright NJAC title this weekend and advance to the final Four appearance in 2011. The Red Hawks have been knocked out in the NCAA Division III Tournament semifinals on their field, but wrote their own fairy tale story this season.

The team has seen tremendous success with their six victories in the NJAC. The Red Hawks have been able to win the title since 2011. Defeating Kean 3-0 this past Tuesday, they advance to the conference championship. The Red Hawks are one win away of clinching the title.

The Montclair State football team played their home game against Rowan. With Rowan up 1-0, Kaitlyn Struss scored with seven seconds left in the contest to send the game to overtime. Eleven minutes into extra time, Rowan found the net to win the game 2-1. Junior goalkeeper Rebecca Brattole had 19 saves for Montclair State in the losing effort. She was selected as the NJAC Defensive Player of the Week for MSU’s Oct. 18 game and in the conference in Atlantic (21) and goals against average (1.65). On Nov. 23 and 25, the Red Hawks played their final regular season games at Binghamton College. Montclair State went into the tournament with nothing to lose and secured a 5-0 victory in the first game against Binghamton. The Red Hawks are one win away from clinching the title.

The Montclair State football team played their home game against Rowan University. Although the Royals took the lead early in the first half, Montclair State was able to make a comeback and take the lead in the second half. The Red Hawks went on to win 2-1 against Rowan.
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